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AMONG THE SHEEP. VOL. 1

Something in the world order clicked, and you have a chance 
to look at the surrounding things from a different angle. What is 
«fear of being human»? What is it like «to witness injustice and 
remain silent»? When do we become our executioners? 
 
You avoid such difficult questions till the last. Isn΄t it better to 
consider the example of a dog that lives in a world of total 
fear, lies and greed? That lives like a sheep among sheep… 
 
Dark anti-utopia brings to light the greatest flaws of the totali-
tarian system with all  terrible components through the prism
of the animal universe - propaganda, lies, social inequality, 
control through fear, poverty, brainwashing and more.

Pages: 128 
Size: 177 х 268 мм
●dystopia ●drama

by Oleksandr Koreshkov



AMONG THE SHEEP. VOL. 1
(INTERIOR)



THE IRON HEAD. VOL. 1

«A story from the Ukrainian madhouse of the not-too-distant 
future.  Surma, a man with an iron plate on his head, comes 
to his senses among psychos and robotic orderlies. He tries to 
understand who he is and what the mysterious VOICE wants 
from him. 
 
Strange, bizarre things happening around him pull flashes of 
memories out of the depths of Surma›s mind…»

Pages: 144 
Size: 156 х 240 мм
●sci-fi ●mystic

by Maksym Udynskyi



THE IRON HEAD. VOL. 1
(INTERIOR)



KOBZAR. VOL. 1

The eventful 17th century radically changed the course of 
Ukrainian history. Unheard-of and daring marine raids of the 
Zaporozhian Cossacks from Kaffa and Varna to Istanbul took 
place. Violent Polonization led to bloody Cossack uprisings that  
sparked a national liberation war after the decades of «golden 
peace».
 
After Khmelnytskyi›s death, as a result of a series of betrayals 
and conspiracies, the war was lost. No one was able to hold 
Bohdan›s mace, either because of the wrong time, or too much 
burden or too few people. The Ruin began…
 
Meanwhile, the blind musician travels around Ukrainian villages 
and towns amidst fire and bizarre events, helping the weak and 
telling stories heard throughout Ukraine.»

Pages: 96 
Size: 165 х 230 мм 
●historic ●mystic

by Illia Bakuta



KOBZAR. VOL. 1
(INTERIOR)



PITMAN

«Beyond the horizon of worlds and dreams... Among bizarre 
dangerous creatures... Howard Pitman, no less strange 
researcher than the things and phenomena surrounding him, 
is looking for the mysterious Temple of Destiny. He searches 
despite all troubles and dangers, not knowing that this Temple 
is not what he wanted to find at all… 
 
PITMAN is a grotesque adventure story and a vivid mixture of 
classic European fiction that imitates the work of the great 
Moebius along with elements of the crazy boffo manga.»

Pages: 88 
Size: 172 х 257 мм
●sci-fi ●adventures

by Yehor Kliuchnyk



PITMAN
(INTERIOR)



MERVA. VOL. 1. THOSE WHO COME WITH THE RAIN

It was a sunny summer day near the cosy river waves near 
Kolinka Island. There were no signs of trouble. Neither Sasha 
nor his girlfriend Daryna guessed what an ancient evil lurked 
in the slums of a quiet island as if created for a nice picnic. 
 
Terrible events and creatures quickly captured the once 
peaceful Ukrainian fields and towns, distorting everything 
around like a bizarre contagion. Disaster is inevitable, and 
there is no salvation from the creatures that come with 
the ominous rain… 
 
Meet the new graphic novel MERVA by Ukrainian author 
Ihor Davydenko. It is a mystic action story created in the best 
traditions of the 80s horror movies along with an excellent 
Ukrainian mythological colour.

Pages: 80 
Size: 215 х 295 мм
●horror ●action ●mystic

by Ihor Davydenko



MERVA. VOL. 1. THOSE WHO COME WITH THE RAIN
(INTERIOR)



KIDDIES. TRUE LIES

The children›s world is full of adventures and discoveries. 
Every day gives these crazy researchers new experiences. 
It is impossible to watch these serious children, who are 
making their steps by learning about a strange world without 
an emotional smile. 
 
KIDDIES. TRUE LIES is a sweet collection of short comic stories 
by Volodymyr Povoroznyk and Ruslan Samaryk. It will allow 
you not only to feel like a little curious rowdy again, but also 
it will remind you of the happy parenthood moments when 
you grew up with your child, and every day was unique and 
unforgettable.

Pages: 72 
Size: 172 х 252 мм 
●humor ●for children

by Volodymyr Povoroznyk, Ruslan Samaryk



KIDDIES. TRUE LIES
(INTERIOR)



KIMKA THE ADVENTURER. TIME JUMP 

What can the combination of artificial intelligence and 
children΄s curiosity lead to? Will the boy be safe if his new 
friend is a runaway combat robot? And what happens 
when the robot perceives an accidentally expressed desire 
as a call to action? 
 
Get ready for the incredible adventures of Kimka and his 
robot friend that will take place not only in space but also 
in time!

Pages: 68 
Size: 200 х 288 мм 
●adventures ●for children

by Serhii Chudakorov



KIMKA THE ADVENTURER. TIME JUMP 
(INTERIOR)
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